2019 Camp Workshop Description
Bonding
Workshop Title:

Teachers

Description

Mask of Leadership (B)

Laura & Tristan

Experience who you really are. With masks of
leadership you’ll be able to see parts of you that you
weren’t thinking about and also of your troupe
members

Troupe Trust (B)

Antonio and Tatum

Learn how to create and maintain trust with the
people in your troupe through collaboration activities
and recognize the importance of trust in a troupe.

Understanding Each Other (B)

Aidan,

Learn to come together and understand each other
further through the fun of working together as a
troupe!

Who are you (B)

Bry & Bella

Troupes will be able to learn about their first
impressions and how it relates to their roles as
leaders.

Common Goals Take Flight (B)

Mason & Hannah

Troupes will be able to create and compare common
goals that they can carry out throughout the next year

Beginning the Bond (new) (B)

Keara and Paige

Learn how to build strong bonds within your troupe as
well as how to make newcomers feel welcome

Keeping the Bond Alive (B)

Caleb & Riley

Troupes will be able to learn different strategies and
activities that will help them solve common divisive
issues in their troupe.

Now I know My Color (B)

Learn how different personalities can work together in
leadership roles to lead the troupe effectively.

2019 Camp Workshop Description
Leadership
Workshop Title:

Teachers

Description

Club Activities (L)

Laura and Tristan

Bond with your troupe and learn activities that will
help kickstart the new school year! You’ll learn how to
better lead these activities as well.

Fundraising(L)

Antonio and Tatum

Learn the best ways to fundraise for your troupe by
understanding the difference between a large and
small scale fundraiser, and finding out of the box
ideas for creative ways to make money!

Motivation/Recruitment(L)

Aidan, Mason

Find out fun ways to keep people interested and
wanting more to come back to! People can learn the
ways to keep people invested and recruiting
newcomers!

Respectful communication(L)

Bry & Bella

Learn how to work with different types of people while
keeping things civil. Learning boundaries and limits
when it comes to working with others and the rights
and wrongs of doing so to keep conflicts to a
minimum!

Technology in your troupe(L)

Bona, hannah

Find out new ways to use various programs to help
run a troupe.

Sell your Show(L)

Keara and Paige

Learn the successful and not so successful ways to
advertise for shows within your troupe with ways such
as poster-making, social media, word-of-mouth, and
more!

Get R done(L)

Caleb & Riley

How do you deal with too many cooks in the kitchen?
What about just utilizing your entire team? This
workshop covers some material on how to work with
other leaders in order to Get R Done.

True Colors (L)

N/A

A personality test that helps you and your troupe
members start to understand how different people
behave in leadership roles.

